FORMULA DRIFT JAPAN Round.3 Fuji Speedway July 27-28, 2018

FORMULA DRIFT JAPAN Ｍechanic's Agreement
July 27(Fri)-28(Sat), 2018 - Fuji Speedway
I,

will pledge to accept all of the

(Mechanic Name)

agreement mentioned below.
I am aware that motorsports can be dangerous. I will be fully responsible and be completely exempt for any indemnity for the death, injury, and any other accident
that happens on myself during the FORMULA DRIFT JAPAN ("the event") hosted by MSC Co. ("the organizer") as I will not hold the organizer responsible for any
type of damages.
This agreement will stand even when the accident was caused by the mistake of the organizer, contractor, circuit, or other drivers.
When there is a collision between cars, each driver will be fully responsible for repairing their own vehicles without any damage claims made toward the other
involved drivers.
I will be fully responsible for any damage caused, due to my own fault, to the facility, equipment, or vehicles on site.
I understand that the organizer will have the authority during the event and I will promise to always follow their instructions and rules.
Circuit environment is not 100% safe. To ensure the safe progress of the event, please make sure to follow all of the event rules and regulations. You must obey
all signs at the event including the restricted areas.
When drivers or team members are found to be breaking the rules, the team maybe subjected to penalty on driver's championship points. The details of penalty
will be discussed between FDJ and FD.
Team manager is responsible for all team members including the team photographers. All teams must agree to the given penalty when they are found at fault of
breaking the rules or regulations of the event.
I will release the right to use the photo and video of myself, my team members, campaign girls, and my vehicle during the event to be used for TV programs (J
SPORTS 3/MOTOR GAMES), websites, mobile portal, paper media, DVD sales, photo&video used for promotion purposes, and any other medias operated by
the organizer.
Personal information is required to complete the agreement and it will be only used for contacting the participant with updated information from MSC/FORMULA
DRIFT JAPAN. The information will not be released to a third party without consent.

Participating Mechanic signature

Date (month/date/year)

※Please make sure this is signed by the actual participating mechanic.

Address

Phone Number

Fax Number

Parental or Guardian signature
※If the participant is a minor, parental or guardian signature is required.
Personal information is required to complete the agreement and it will be only used for contacting the participant with updated information
from MSC/FORMULA DRIFT JAPAN. The information will not be released to a third party without consent.
■Mailing Address
MSC Co. FORMULA DRIFT JAPAN Dept. 3-13-11 Naritahigashi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, 166-0015 JAPAN
TEL +813-5305-3553 / FAX +813-5305-3583 E-mail contact@formulad.jp

Additional mechanic pass

54,000 yen per pass

Sheet

※Additional mechanic pass can be purchased up to (3) passes for 54,000Yen each.
Above registration fee will include: (1) spotter pass, (2) mechanic pass, (4) admission tickets per team, (1) parking pass for tow vehicle
and (1) parking pass for service vehicle for all 5 events.

■Bank information SWIFT CORD : 0005 BOTKJPJT MUFG Bank, Ltd.
BLANCH No 347
BLANCH NAME EIFUKUCHO
ACCOUNT No 0119153
ACCOUNT NAME MSC Co,.Ltd

